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1'RODUCTION

Disciplinary Proceeding Number 2013036261002 was filed on June 16, 2014, by the

Department of Enforcement of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

(Complainant). Respondent Ronald Rafaloff (RafalofD submitted an Offer of Settlement (Offer)

to Complainant dated January 23, 2015. Pursuant to FINRA Rule 9270(e), the Complainant and

the National Adjudicatory Council (NAC), a Review Subcommittee of the NAC, or the Office of

DiscipHnary Affairs (ODA) have accepted the uncontested Offer. Accordingly, this Order now

is issued pursuant to FINRA Rule 9270(e)(3). The findings, conclusions and sanctions set forth

in this Order are those stated in the Offer as accepted by the Complainant and approved by the

NAC.

Under the terms of the Offer, Respondent has consented, without admitting or denying

the allegations of the Complaint (as amended by the Offer of Settlement), and solely for the

purposes of this proceeding and any other proceeding brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to

which FINRA is a party, to the entry of findings and violations consistent with the allegations of

the Complaint (as amended by the Offer of Settlement), and to the imposition ofthe sanctions set

forth below, and fully understands that this Order will become part of Respondent's permanent



disciplinary record and may be considered in any future actions brought by FINRA.

BACKGROUND

Rafaloff entered the securities industry in 1981 and has been associated with nine present

and former FINRA-registered broker-dealers. Rafaloff obtained the following securities licenses

between 1982 and 1996: Series 7 (General Securities Representative), Series 24 (General

Securities Principal), Series 52 (Municipal Securities Representative), and Series 63 (Uniform

Securities Agent). In July 2010, after a period of nearly seven years out of the securities

industry, Rafaloffre-qualified for the Series 7 and Series 63 securities licenses.

Starting in August 2010, Rafaloff became associated with Liberty Partners, a FINRA-

registered broker-dealer, as an independent contractor and general securities representative.

RafalofTremained registered with the Firm until his termination on March 4, 2013.

The Firm subsequently reported Rafaloff's termination in a Form U-5 Uniform

Termination Notice for Securities Industry Registration filing dated March 12, 2013, which

stated that the Firm "discharged" RafalofT for engaging in sales of investment products outside of

the Firm on six occasions. Since his termination from the Firm, Rafaloff has not been associated

with any FINRA-regulated  broker-dealer.

Although Rafaloff is no longer registered or associated with a FINRA member, he

remains subject to FINRA's jurisdiction for purposes of this proceeding, pursuant to Article V,

Section 4 of FINRA's By-laws, because (i) the Complaint was filed within two years after the

effective date of termination of Respondent's registration with Liberty Partners, namely March

12, 2013; and (ii) the Complaint charges Respondent with misconduct committed while he was

registered or associated with a FINRA member.



?BDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been detr ed that the Offer be accepted and that findings be made as follows:

Summary

Between January 2011 and November 2012 (the Relevant Period), Rafaloff, a former

registered representative associated with Liberty Partners Financial Services LLC (Liberty

P-?? or-thc Firm), introduced and discussed investing in three companies with his sole client,

an elderly investor. With the promise of exorbitant returns, that customer invested her retirement

savings in companies he controlled, after which he withdrew certain funds from the companies

and converted them for his personal use. He then lied about the private securities transactions to

both the Firm and to FINRA during its investigation.

Specifically, his customer, CR, a 74-year-old retiree, invested $405,000 of her savings

into three speculative business entities (collectively, the Companies) for whom Rafaloff claimed

that he performed consulting services. Rafaloff did not disclose that he founded and/or held

various executive positions at each ofthe Companies and had authority to access funds deposited

in the Companies' bank accounts.

In connection with $340,000 of her total investment, Rafaloff provided CR with

investment contracts purportedly issued by the Companies. The investment contracts, which

Rafaloff assisted in drafting, promised CR annual returns of 30 percent to 40 percent and

repayment of principal in three years, or one year if CR elected to terminate the investment.

In connection with her investments in the Companies, Rafaloff provided CR with written

guarantees against losses, in which he agreed to personally make payments to CR under the

terms ofthe Investment Contracts in the event that any ofthe Companies defaulted.



None of the Companies held sufficient funds to cover the return of principal and high rate

of returns that was expressly promised to CR. At the time of CR's investments, the Companies

had no other investors apart from CR. In fact, one ofthe Companies was formed by Rafaloffand

his son approximately one week prior to CR's initial investment.

Between February 2011 and December 2012, CR received $120,500 as repayment of her

investment principal in payments under the Investment Contracts. However, in January 2013,

CR stopped receiving payments from the Companies.

Rafaloff also used CR's investment principal to pay his personal expenses. During the

Relevant Period, Rafaloff used his control over the Companies' bank accounts to convert at least

$168,000 of CR's investment and used the funds for personal expenses including meals at

various Manhattan restaurants, health insurance premiums, rental car expenses, and purchases at

retail stores.

In addition, during the Relevant Period, Rafaloff never informed Liberty Partners that he

was engaging in private securities transactions with CR, nor did he ever seek approval from the

Firm to participate in any outside business activities with the Companies. Instead, Rafaloff

falsely represented in Liberty Partners compliance questionnaires that he was not engaging in

such activities.

Rafaloff also made misrepresentations to FINRA staff while under oath, during an on-

the-record interview (OTR), concerning his handling of CR's investment in the Companies.

As a result of the foregoing misconduct, Rafaloff violated: (i) FINRA Rules 2150(a) and

2010 by converting CR's funds; (ii) FINRA Rules 2150(b) and 2010 by providing a customer

with written guarantees against losses in connection with six investment contracts; (iii) NASD

Rule 3040 and FINRA Rule 2010 by participating in six private securities transactions without



proving prior written notice to his FINRA registered broker-dealer employer; (iv) F?NRA Rules

3270 and 2010 by engaging in outside business activities while associated with a FINRA-

registered firm; (v) FINRA Rule 2010 by making false statements to his FINRA-registered  firm

employer in annual compliance questionnaires concerning his involvement in private securities

transactions and outside business activities; and (vi) FINRA Rules 8210 and 2010 by making

misrepresentations to FrNRA staff during the investigation ofthis matter.

Facts

CB iS an Elderly Retiree Who, during the Relevant Period, Lacked Financial
Sophistication and Had Conservative Risk Tolerance

Rafaloffbecame acquainted with CR in 1982 when he serviced the brokerage accounts of

both her and her mother while associated with MV Securities. Rafaloff befriended CR and

visited her regularly at her home prior to and during the Relevant Period.

In August 2010, CR transferred the assets in her brokerage accounts to Rafaloff at

Liberty Partners.

At that time, CR was a 74-year-old retired pharmacist. As Rafaloff was aware, CR's

annual income was derived from returns on bonds, certificates of deposit and money market

funds, and payments from her pension plan and Social Security. CR lived alone and had no

children or dependents.

As Rafaloffwas aware from CR's new account documentation, CR had an annual income

ranging between $100,000 and $199,000; a total net worth, excluding her home, of between $1

million to $3 million; $500,000 to $999,999 in liquid assets; 30 years of ?average" investment

experience; and an investment objective of ?balanced/conservative growth." CR's new account

documentation defined ?balanced/conservative growth" as a ?'conservative" investment objective

focused on "generating current income and/or long term capital growth."



As Rafaloff was aware, CR's prior investment experience involved mainly fixed income

securities. Rafaloff was also aware that CR mainly preferred to invest in tax-free municipal

bonds.

During Rafaloff's three years with Liberty Partners, CR was his sole client CR trusted

Rafaloffand relied upon him for investment advice.

? 
.RafalojTs Outside Business Activities with the Companies 

- -
A. PVT Consu?ing LLC

PVT Co nsulting LLC (PVT), a purported credit card processing business, was

incorporated in New York State on or about June 5,2009, under the name Private Consulting,

LLC.

During the Relevant Period, Rafaloff was one of the two sole members and managers of

PVT, with a 50% ownership in the company.

Prior to the Relevant Period, in addition to his duties as member/manager and part-owner,

Rafaloff provided management and marketing services to PVT and prospected for clients to use

PVT's services. Rafaloff also served as a signatory for PVT's business bank account.

After joining Liberty Partners, Rafaloff remained a co-owner and signatory on PVT's

business bank account and wrote $46,300 worth ofchecks to himselffrom the PVT account.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Rafaloff did not provide Liberty Partners with any notice,

written or otherwise, regarding his activities with PVT during his association with the Firm.

B. Merchant Capital and Credit LLC

Merchant Capital and Credit, LLC (Merchant CapitaD was purportedly a trade financing

business that engaged in factoring (i e., a financing method in which a business owner sells

accounts receivable at a discount to a third-party to raise capital), purchase order funding, cash

advances and other related transactions.



On or about April 6,2011, Merchant Capital was incorporated in the State of Nevada-

On or about April 8, 2011, Rafaloff and his son, ER? opened a business bank account for

Merchant Capital. Rafaloff was identified to the bank as Merchant Capital's office manager, and

both Rafaloff and his son had check-writing privileges for the Merchant Capital account.

Rafaloff remained a signatory on Merchant Capital's business bank account and

-continued writing- -checks-on the-Merchant Capital's accolmtrelated to its-business actiyities

throughout the Relevant Period and his association with Liberty Partners, including more than

$34,000 worth ofchecks Rafaloffwrote to himselffrom Merchant Capital's account.

Notwithstanding  the foregoing, Rafaloff did not provide Liberty Partners with any notice,

written or otherwise, regarding his activities with Merchant Capital during his association with

the Firm.

C. Factoring Resources LLC

Factoring Resources LLC (Factoring Resources) was purportedly another trade financing

business. On or about August 16, 2011, Factoring Resources was incorporated in the State of

Nevada. According to its Articles of Organization, Rafaloff was Factoring Resources' sole

managing member.

On or about August 24, 2011, Rafaloff opened a business bank account for Factoring

Resources. In the documents Rafaloff signed to open the business account, Rafaloff identified

himself as the sole "beneficial owner" of Factoring Resources. In signed written correspondence

with the bank, Rafa?off also identified himselfas the President ofFactoring Resources.

While associated with Liberty Partners, Rafaloff remained a Managing Member of

Factoring Resources, as well as a signatory on its business bank account. Rafaloff continued

writing checks on Factoring Resources' bank account throughout the Relevant Period and his



association with Liberty Partners, including more than $157,000 worth of checks that he wrote to

himself.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Rafaloff (lid not provide Liberty Partners with any notice,

written or otherwise, regarding his activities with Factoring Resources.

D. The Investment Contracts

During-th-e Relevant Period, Rafaloff introduced and discussed the Comp?nies with CR.

During the Relevant Period, CR gave Rafaloff $405,000 to invest in the Companies on

the following dates and amounts:

Date (on or about) Company Amount Invested

January 22,2011 PVT $55,000

April 6, 2011 Merchant Capital $60,000

August 12,2011 Factoring Resources $30,000

September 28,2011 Factoring Resources $35,000

January 4,2012 Factoring Resources $50,000

February 24,2012 Factoring Resources $50,000

June 12,2012 Factoring Resources $70,000

November 7, 2012 Factoring Resources $55,000

Total Invested $405,000

In connection with six ofher eight investments, Rafaloffprovided CR with an Investment

Contract, each of which constituted a security.

Each Investment Contract identified CR as the ??Investor" and stated that she was

?'providing capital to the Company" and that the proceeds of her investments would be used by

each Company to expand its customer base in order to increase revenue and "for general

corporate purposes. .



According to each of the six Investment Contracts, in exchange for the money she

invested, CR was to receive (i) consecutive, equal monthly payments as return of her capital

investment, and (ii) a projected percentage of each Company's ??capital appreciation" at the end

of the contract term, which was a maximum of 36 months. The capital appreciation of each

Company was to be calculated yearly based on the monthly fees or "residuals" received by the

-Company,

Rafaloff participated in the drafting of the Investment Contracts and prepared

amortization schedules that were incorporated into and a part of the Investment Contracts.

Pursuant to the terms of the Investment Contracts and the amortization schedules, CR was to

receive the following in return for her investments:

Issuer Contract Amount Monthly Projected
I)ate Invested Principal Capital

Payment Appreciatio
n Rate

PVT 1/22/2011 $55,000 $1,500 32%

Merchant Capital 4/6/2011 $60,000 $1,500 30%

Factoring Resources 12/26/2011 $50,000 $1,500 35%

Factoring Resources 2/24/2012 $50,000 $1,500 35%

Factoring Resources 6/12/2012 $70,000 $2,000 40%

Factoring Resources 11/7/2012 $55,000 $2,000 35%

TOTAL $340,000

The Investment Conlracts also granted CR a security interest in each Company's monthly

residuals and the right to repossess those residuals and declare the original principal amount

invested immediately due and payable, in the event the Company defaulted in making its

promised payments.



However, at the time that CR entered into the Investment Contracts, none of the

Companies held sufTicient funds to cover the return of principal and high rate of returns that the

Investment Contracts expressly promised to CR.

First Cause of Action
Guaranteeing against Losses

Violation of FINRA Rules 2150(b) and 2010

FINRA Rule 2150(b) requires that: ?No member or person-associated-with a-membep 
-

shall guarantee a customer against loss in connection with any securities transaction or in any

securities account of such customer."

Shortly after making the April 2011 investment in Merchant Capital, CR informed

Rafaloff that she was concerned about the potential losses she might suffer if the Companies

were to default on the Investment Contracts and asked Rafaloff if he would guarantee in writing

that she would not lose any money.

Rafaloff told CR he would guarantee her investments and, on July 7, 2011, executed

written personal guarantees (collectively, the Personal Guarantees) in favor of CR for the PVT

Investment Contract executed in January 2011 and the Merchant Capital Investment Contract

executed in April 2011. For each subsequent investment CR made in Factoring Resources,

Rafaloff also issued CR a Personal Guarantee at the time the Investment Contract was executed.

In total, Rafaloff issued the following Personal Guarantees:

Issuer Investment Date Written Guarantee Date

PVT 1/22/2011 7/7/2011

Merchant Capital 4/15/2011 7/7/2011

Factoring Resources 12/26/2011 12/26/2011

Factoring Resources 2/24/2012 2/24/2012

Factoring Resources 6/8/2012 6/8/2012

Factoring Resources 11/9/2012 11/9/2012



Each of the Personal Guarantees identified Rafaloff as the Guarantor, CR as the Lender,

and one of the respective Companies as the Debtor. According to the terms of the Personal

Guarantees, Rafaloff personally guaranteed ?the prompt, full and complete performance of any

and all existing duties and obligations of [the Companies] to the Lender [CR] and the payment of

any and all indebtedness due to the Lender by the Debtor" up to the maximum amount of the

principal CR invested.

RafalofT also guaranteed that the Companies would s?promptly pay the full amount of

principal and interest" as and when it became due and owing under the terms of the Investment

Contracts CR executed.

Further, pursuant to the Personal Guarantees, Rafaloff waived any defenses,

counterclaims or offsets legally available to him as guarantor, and expressly agreed that CR

could look to him in the first instance, and without proceeding against the Companies, to recoup

her invested principal.

After the Companies ceased making repayments of investment principal to CR? she

demanded payment from RafalofT in accordance with the terms of his Personal Guarantees.

However, Rafaloffrefused to make any payments to CR.

The acts, practices and conduct desc?bed above constitute a violation of Flt\RA Rules

2150(b) and 2010.

Second Cause of Action
Conversion

Violation of FINRA Rules 2150 and 2010

FINRA Rule 2150(a) prohibits an associated person from making "improper use of a

customer's... funds."



As alleged above, CR invested $405,000 in the Companies during the Relevant Period.

Each of the personal checks written by CR to fund her investment in the Companies was

deposited by Rafaloffinto the Companies' accounts. CR was the only investor in the Companies

during the Relevant Period, and her investments constituted the majority of the holdings in the

Companies' bank accounts.

-----
 
-Rafal?f[-withdrew-CR's-investment-principal-an(Lused it topayf?r-shopping, meals-at-

restaurants, health insurance premiums, and lravel and related personal expenses, such as car

rental services. In fact, through a series of ATM withdrawals, debit card charges and checks

issued to Rafaloff personally, Rafaloff used at least $168,000 of CR's total investment in the

Companies to pay for his personal expenses.

For example, Rafaloff received and cashed checks that he issued from the Companies'

accounts and signed personally as a representative  of the Companies. Rafaloff had a debit card

issued in his individual name for the Merchant Capital account and used that debit card, along

with the debit cards associated with Factoring Resources' and PVT's bank accounts to pay for

his personal expenses. The types and amount of charges incurred on the debit cards linked to the

Companies' business banking accounts included charges at Men's Wearhouse, Best Buy, Apple

Store, AT&T, Target, Sun Glass Hut, American Eagle Outfitters, Foot Locker and Sports

Authority.

CR never permitted or authorized Rafaloffto use her funds to pay his personal expenses.

The Investment Contracts CR signed expressly provided that the funds she invested would be

used '?to expand [the Companies] customer base to increase its residuals and fees and for general

corporate purposes. ''

By the conduct described above, Rafaloffconverted at least $168,000 from CR.



The acts, practices and conduct described above constitute a violation of FINRA Rules

2150(a) and 2010.

Third Cause ofAction
Private Securities Transactions

Violation of NASD Rule 3040 and FINRA Rule 2010

NASD Rule 3040 requires associated persons to provide written notice to their FINRA-

regi?ered broker-dealeremployer priorto participating in-any-??ivatesecurities transactig? The

notice must describe in detail the proposed transaction and the person's proposed role therein,

and state whether he/she has received or may receive selling compensation in connection with

the transaction.

A private securities transaction is defined in Rule 3040 as Uany securities transaction

outside the regular course or scope of an associated person's employment with a member."

On or about September 30, 2011 and November 9, 2012, Rafaloff completed and signed

Liberty Partners' Annual Compliance Certifications (the 2011 and 2012 Certifications) in which

he certified that he received and read the Firm's written supervisory procedures. In the 2011 and

2012 Certifications, Rafaloff also certified that he had not conducted any private securities

transactions during the past year, including any outside securities transactions conducted beyond

the course and scope ofthe Firm.

Rafaloff was associated with Liberty Partners at the time he sold the six Investment

Contracts to CR in 2011 and 2012. The Inveslment Contracts sold by Rafaloff to CR were

securities. Despite his familiarity with the Firm's WSPs concerning unapproved private

securities transactions, and without providing any written notice to the Firm, Rafaloff

nonetheless sold or otherwise participated in the sale of the Investment Contracts to CR.

Rafaloff participated in these securities transactions by (i) soliciting money from CR for

the investments; (ii) meeting with CR and introducing her to the Companies; (iii) negotiating the



Investment Contract terms by telephone from CR's home; (iii) aiding in drafting the Investment

Contracts, and (v) delivering the executed securities conlracts to CR.

The acts, practices and conduct described above constitute a violation of NASD Rule

3040 and FINRA Rule 2010.

Fourth Cause ofA ction
Outside Business Activities

Violation qfFINRARules 3270-and 2010 

-
FINRA Rule 3270 requires, in relevant part, that a registered person may be an employee,

independent contractor, sole proprietor, ofTicer, director or partner of another person, or be

compensated, or have the reasonable expectation of compensation, from any other person as a

result of any business activity outside the scope of the relationship with his or her FINRA

registered broker-dealer, unless he or she provides prior written notice to the broker-dealer.

Liberty Partners' written supervisory procedures in effect during the Relevant Period

required employees to disclose to the Firm, in writing, any outside business activities prior to

engaging in such activities and prohibited its registered representatives from accepting

compensation  of any kind without receiving prior written approval from the Firm. Liberty

Partners' written supervisory procedures also expressly prohibited its registered representatives

from raising money for any business enterprise without the prior written approval ofthe Firm.

As alleged above, during the Relevant Period, Rafaloff was an owner of PVT, a manager

of Merchant Capital, and the sole owner and managing member of Factoring Resources, and he

undertook a variety of business activities for the Companies including:

a opening and conlrolling the Companies' business bank accounts;

b. writing checks from each ofthe Companies' accounts to himself and certain other
third parties; and

C. obtaining employee medical insurance through Factoring Resources.



RafalofT did so without providing any notice whatsoever to Liberty Partners of his

affiliation and outside activities with PVT, Merchant Capital and Factoring Resources.

Moreover, the foregoing activities were not within Rafaloff's regular course or scope of

employment with Liberty Partners.

The acts, practices and conduct described above constitute a violation of FINRA Rules

3270 and 2010.

Fifth Cause of Action
False St?itements to FINRA-Registered Broker-Dealer Employer

Violation of FINRA Rule 2010

FINRA Rule 2010 requires each Fll\RA member Uin the conduct of its business, [to]...

observe high standards ofcommercial honor andjust and equitable principles oftrade."

On August 2, 2010, in connection with his joining Liberty Partners, Rafaloff signed and

submitted a new hire Outside Activity Disclosure Form (the August 2010 Outside Activity

Disclosure) in which he affirmatively indicated that he had no outside employment, received no

outside compensation  and had no involvement in any outside business as an owner, proprietor,

partner, officer, director or trustee. Rafaloff did so, even though he had been a 50% owner of,

and had worked for, PVT since June 2009.

During the Relevant Period, Rafaloff also submitted the 2011 and 2012 Certifications to

Liberty Partners in which he again represented that he had not: (i) engaged in any outside

business activity, which included any outside employment, acting as a general partner, finder,

director, referrer, or any activity outside his usual responsibilities at the Firm; (ii) received any

compensation, including salary, director's fees, referral fees, stock options, finder's fees or

anything else of present or future value; and (iii) conducted any private securities transactions

during the past year, including any outside securities transactions conducted beyond the course

and scope of the Firm. RafalofT certified that he had not engaged in any of these activities,



notwithstanding his ongoing roles with and receipt of compensation from the Companies and his

solicitation and sales ofthe Investment Contracts to CR during the Relevant Period.

As alleged above, Rafaloff's mswers in the August 2010 Outside Activity Disclosure and

the 2011 and 2012 Certifications concerning his outside business activities, his receipt of

compensation, and his engaging in private securities transactions away from Liberty Partners

-werefalse- 

-
In T ' g such false and inaccurate representations, Rafaloff engaged in conduct that

was inconsistent with high standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of

trade.

The acts, practices and conduct desCIibed above constitute a violation of FINRA Rule

2010.

Sbcth Cause ofAction
Providing False and Misleading Information to FINRA

Violation of FINRA Rule 2010

FINRA Rule 8210 requires a ??person subject to FINRA's jurisdiction 

... to testify ata

location specified by FINRA staff, under oath or affirmation administered by a court reporter...

with respect to any matter involved in the investigation, complaint, ex? '?ation or proceeding."

Rule 8210 prohibits a person subject to FINRA's jurisdiction from providing false or misleading

information to FINRA in connection with an examination or investigation.

On June 17,2013 and June 20,2013, pursuant to FINRA Rule 8210, Rafaloff appeared at

FINRA's offices and provided sworn, on-the-record testimony (the June OTR). During the June

OTR, Rafaloff appeared with and was represented by counsel.

At the outset of the June 2013 OTR, Enforcement instructed Rafaloff concerning his

obligation under Rule 8210 to answer FINRA's questions completely and truthfully.

Enforcement further instructed Rafaloff that his failure to do so could be the basis for the



initiation of a disciplinary proceeding that could lead to the imposition of sanctions, including a

bar from the securities industry. Rafaloff stated on the record that he understood these

instnlctions.

r . g the June OTR, Rafaloff answered Enforcement's questions about his roles and

relationship with PVT, Merchant Capital and Factoring Resources.

Specifically,-Rafaloff-testified-thaLhe-was-a-part-owner-ofPYT  during-2009- and-2010,..

that he only became a part-owner of Factoring Resources after Liberty Partners terminated his

employment, and that he was not invested in Merchant Capital at any time.

Rafaloff also answered Enforcement's questions about which individuals operated the

Companies. Specifically, Rafaloff testified that MR was the owner of Merchant Capital and

Factoring Resources and that ES was an officer of Merchant Capital, but that he did not know

what ES' position was and that he was not very familiar with ES.

However, as alleged above, Rafaloff not only held executive positions with each of the

Companies, but was also a part-owner of PVT, the sole managing member and owner of

Factoring Resources, and controlled the business bank accounts for each of the Companies.

Moreover, given his status as owner and operator of the Companies, Rafaloff knew or should

have lmown the positions MR and ES held. As a result, Respondent's testimony alleged above is

false.

Rafaloff also answered Enforcement's questions about his access to the Companies'

business bank accounts, testifying that he only had access to the bank accounts for PVT and

Factoring Resources. Rafaloff testified that he did not see the books and records, or bank

statements for Merchant Capital prior to CR's investment.



However, as alleged above, Rafaloff opened and had access to the bank account for

Merchant Capital. As an owner and ofEicer, Rafaloff had both check-writing and withdrawal

privileges, and a debit card, for that account As a result, Respondent's testimony regarding

Merchant Capital alleged above is false.

Rafaloff also answered Enforcement's questions about the use of the funds invested by

CR, -Specifically, Rafaloff testified that CR'-s investment-wasn?tthe SQUrce ofstart?upfunds-for- 

-
Merchant Capital.

However, as alleged above, Merchant Capital was formed the very same day that CR

provided Rafaloffwith personal checks funding her investment in the Company and the account

was opened with the deposit of CR's investment capital. As a result, Respondent's testimony

alleged above is false.

The acts, practices and conduct described above constitute violations of FlNRA Rules

8210 and 2010.

Based on the foregoing, Respondent violated (i) FINRA Rules 2150(b) and 2010 by

providing a customer with written guarantees against losses in connection with six investment

conlracts; (iD FINRA Rules 2150(a) and 2010 by converting CR's funds; (iii) NASD Rule 3040

and FINRA Rule 2010 by participating in six private securities transactions without proving

prior written notice to his FINRA registered broker-dealer employer; (iv) FINRA Rules 3270 and

2010 by engaging in outside business activities while associated with a FINRA-registered firm;

(v) FINRA Rule 2010 by making false statements to his FINRA-registered firm employer in

annual compliance questionnaires concerning his involvement in private securities transactions

and outside business activities; and (vi) FINRA Rules 8210 and 2010 by making



misrepresentations  to FINRA staff during the investigation of this matter.

Based on these considerations, the sanctions hereby imposed by the acceptance of the

Offer are in the public interest, are sufficiently reme(Hal to deter Respondent from any future

misconduct, and represent a proper discharge by FINRA? of its regulatory responsibility under

the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

SANCTIONS

It is ordered that Respondent be permanently barred from associating with any FINRA-

registered firm in any and all capacities.

The sanctions herein shall be effective on a date set by FINRA staff. Pursuant to FINRA

Rule 8313(e), a bar or expulsion is effective upon approval or acceptance ofthis Order.

SO ORDERED.
FINRA

Signed on behalf ofthe
Director of ODA, by delegated authority

Snmszrqt?
Susan Light, Sent??r Vice President & Chief Counsel
FINRA Department ofEnforcement
One World Financial Center
200 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10281
Phone: (646) 315-8640
Fax: (202) 303-3926




